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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option C
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option D
Answer: D
Explanation:
Amazon RDS uses the Amazon Simple Notification Service to
provide a notification when an Amazon RDS event occurs. Event
notifications are sent to the addresses that the user has
provided while creating the subscription. The user can easily
turn off the notification without deleting a subscription by
setting the Enabled radio button to No in the Amazon RDS
console or by setting the Enabled parameter to false using the
CLI or Amazon RDS API.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer needs to deploy XenDesktop to
deliver a pool of 100 virtual desktops to users. The engineer
needs to maintain a single shared image for all 100 virtual
desktops. The engineer also needs to ensure that users assigned
to these pooled desktops have the capability to customize their
desktops and to install applications permanently. Additionally,
the storage platform does NOT have thin-provisioning
capabilities.
Which two technologies should the engineer implement to meet
the above requirements? (Choose two.)
A. Provisioning Services
B. Personal vDisk
C. Citrix Profile Management
D. Machine Creation Services
E. Remote PC Access
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the GFS backup tape rotation plan, which type of backup is
the Father?
A. normal
B. incremental

C. differential
D. copy
Answer: A
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